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PREFACE

Education is a liberating force, and in our age it is also a democratising force, cutting across the
barriers of caste and class, smoothing out inequalities imposed by birth and other circumstances. Human
life which is the best creation of God, has two aspects : the biological and the sociological or cultural.
While the former is maintained and transmitted by food and reproduction, the latter is preserved and
transmitted by education.

The post-independence period has witnessed in all round colossal upheaval in the spheres—social,
political, economic and educational. The traditional system of education is an anarchronism, to be
replaced completely by a truly national system. We now need to redefine the aims of education for
democratic India, and to have a comprehensive plan for educational at all levels. On the one hand, we
need to preserve our cultural traditions, and on the other hand, we need to solve all over present problems
with a modern and scientific approach. The philosophical background of our education will be more or
less oriental in character, but the means and methods of implementing our educational ideals will be
modern. The ardent task of our educational thinkers is, therefore, to redefine our educational theory and
plan educational practices completely in harmony with the theory.

The present book “UGC Education” Paper-III has been written according to the latest syllabus of
the examination. Most of the UGC NET/JRF/SET aspirants can barely afford sufficient time to thorough
all the listed references. It is here that this handy compendium, a product of several year’s intelligent
research and labour will be found the most reliable friend, philosopher and guide by the UGC aspirants
who wish to zoom ahead of their competitors who have toiled through burning mid-night lamp reading
volume after volumes of educations book. “Work smarter and not necessarily harder” is the  dictum of the
present day successful candidates. This mantra can be clearly seen to be operating in every page of this
book.

A careful study of the previous years’ question papers would reveal that in Education the variation of
the questions is very high. The topics in the book are so designed and selected that every possible
variation of the questions is covered. It will provide you wider choice in framing your answer.

The scientific approach of this book has deliberately been made success-friendly. The book is written
in an easily digestible and reproducible format. The simplicity and lucidity of the language is bound to
make the study of the subject easy and understandable.

I express my sense of gratitude to the Authors and publishers who I have quoted and consulted. They
are very renowned illuminaries, who have inspired me to write very effective and standardizes study
material for UGC NET/SET examination.

Finally, I owe a debt of gratitude to Mr. Mahendra Jain, who was chiefly instrumental in favouring
me to undertake this work, and who pursued his zeal until I finished it. We shall feel grateful to the
teachers, educationists and general readers for offering the valuable comments and suggestions for the
improvement of the book.

Author
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Syllabus

PAPER–III (A)
[CORE GROUP]

Unit–I

Western Schools of Philosophy
Idealism, Realism, Naturalism, Prag-
matism, Existentialism, with special ref-
erence to the concepts of knowledge,
reality and values; their educational
implications for aims, contents and
methods of education.

Indian schools of philosophy (Vedanta,
Buddhism, Jainism, Islamic traditions) with
special reference to the concepts of
knowledge, reality and values and their
educational implications.

Contributions of Indian Thinkers, like
Vivekananda, Tagore, Gandhi and Aurobindo
to educational thinking.

Unit–II

Meaning and nature, Education and Social
change, constraints on social change (caste,
ethnicity, class, language, religion, population
and regionalism).

Education as related to social equity and
equality of educational opportunities.

Education of socially and economically
disadvantaged section of society with special
reference to Scheduled Castes and Scheduled
Tribes, women and rural populations.

Unit–III

Process of Growth and Development

—physical, social, emotional and intellectual.

—development of concept formation, logical
reasoning, problem-solving and creative
thinking language development.

Individual differences—determinants—role of
heredity and environment. Implications of in-
dividual differences for organising educational
programmes.

Unit–IV
Intelligence—Its Theories and Measurement

Learning and Motivation :

—Theories of learning : Thorndike’s
conditions, Pavlov’s classical and Skinner’s
operant conditioning; learning by insight.
Hull’s reinforcement theory and Tolman’s
theory of learning.

—Gagne’s hierarchy of learning

—Factors influencing learning

—Learning and motivation

—Transfer of learning and its theories

Unit–V

Personality—type and trait theories—mea-
surement of personality.

Mental health and hygiene.

Process of adjustment, conflicts and defence
mechanism, mental hygiene.

Unit–VI
Concept and principles of guidance and
counselling types of guidance and counselling.

Tools and Techniques of Guidance—records,
scales and tests, techniques, interview.

Organizing Guidance services at different
levels of education, occupational information,
kinds of services, like information, testing
counselling and follow-up.

Unit–VII

Sample : Concept of population and sample,
various methods of sampling.

Hypotheses : Concept, difference with assum-
ptions, source, various types of hypothesis.

Tools : Questionnaire, observation and
interview as tools of data collection, tests and
scales.

Unit–VIII
Descriptive Research, Ex-post facto Research,
Survey Research, Historical Research.
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Experimental Research : Designs of
experimental research, characteristics. Internal
and external validity in experimental research.

Qualitative Research : Phenomenological
research, Ethnomethodical and Naturalistic
inquiry.

Unit–IX
Universalization of elementary education in
India.

Vocationalization of education in USA and
India.

Educational administration in USA, UK
(Britain and Ireland) and India.

Distance education and continuing education
in Australia, UK and India.

Unit–X
Construction and Development of Curriculum

—different models

—administrative

—grass root

—demonstration

—system analysis

Curriculum Evaluation

—formative

—summative

—interpretation of evaluation results

PAPER–III (B)
[ELECTIVE/OPTIONAL]

Elective–I
Development of Modern Concept of
Educational Administration from 1900 to
Present-day.

Taylorism

Administration as a process

Administration as a bureaucracy

Human Relations Approach to Admin-
istration

Meeting the Psychological needs of em-
ployees, systems approach specific trends in
Educational Administration such as (a)
Decision making, (b) Organizational Com-
pliance, (c) Organizational Development, (d)
PERT, (e) Modern Trends in Educational
Management.

Leadership in Educational Administration :

Meaning and Nature of Leadership

Theories of Leadership
Styles of Leadership
Measurements of Leadership

Educational Planning :

Meaning and Nature
Approaches to Educational Planning
Perspective Planning
Institutional Planning

Educational Supervision :

Meaning and Nature
Supervision as service activity
Supervision as a process
Supervision as functions
Supervision as educational leadership
Modern supervision
Functions of supervision
Planning the supervisory  programme
Organizing supervisory  programme
Implementing supervisory programme

Elective–II

Educational Measurement and Evaluation
concept, scope, need and relevance. Tools of
measurement and evaluation subjective and
objective tools, essay test, objective test,
scales, questionnaires, schedules, inventories,
performance tests.

Characteristics     of    a     good     measuring
instrument :

Validity
Reliability
Norms
Usability, etc.

Test standardization :

Norm-referenced and criterion-referenced
tests, scaling-standard scores.
T-scores and C-scores.
Steps in the standardization of a test.

Measurement of achievement, aptitudes,
intelligence, attitudes, interests and skills.
Interpretation of test-scores and methods of
feedback to students.

New trends :

Grading, semester, continuous internal
assessment,  question  bank,  uses  of
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computer in evaluation, qualitative
analysis.

Elective–III
Meaning and Scope of Educational Technol-
ogy

—educational technology as systems
approach to education.

—systems approach in educational
technology and its characteristics.

—components of educational technology,
software, hardware.

Multi-media approach in Educational Tech-
nology.

Modelities of Teaching—difference between
teaching and instruction, conditioning and
training.

Stages of teaching—pre-active, interactive and
post-active.

Teaching at different levels—memory,
understanding and reflective.

Modification of teaching behaviour : Micro-
teaching. Flander’s Interaction Analysis, simu-
lation.

Programmed Instruction (origin, types, linear
and branching, development of programmed
instruction material—linear/branching model,
teaching machines, computer assisted instruc-
tion.

Models of Teaching : Concept, different
families of teaching models.

Designing Instructional System

—formulation of instructional objectives.

—task analysis.

—designing of instructional strategies,
such as lecture, team teaching, discussion,
panel discussion, seminars and tutorials.

Communication Process : Concept of commu-
nication, Principles, Modes and Barriers of
communication, Classroom communication
(interaction verbal and non-verbal).

Distance Education : Concept, Different
contemporary systems, viz., Correspondence,
Distance and open; Student support services;
Evaluation Strategies in Distance Education;
Counselling Methods in Distance Education.

Development of Evaluation Tools—Norm-
referenced and criterion-referenced tests.

Elective–IV
Concept and nature of special education

—objectives

—types

—historical perspective

—integrated education

Education of Mentally Retarded

—characteristics of the retarded

—educable mentally retarded

—teaching strategies

—enrichment programmes

—remedial programmes

—etiology and prevention

—mental hygiene as remediation

Education of the visually impaired :

—characteristics

—degree of impairment

—etiology and prevention

—educational programmes

Education of the Hearing impaired :

—characteristics

—degree of impairment

—etiology and prevention

—educational programmes

Education of the Orthopaedically Handicapped

—types of handicap

—characteristics

—educational programmes

Education of the Gifted and Creative Children

—characteristics

—creativity and identification process

—educational programmes

Learning Disabled Children

—characteristics

—identification

—educational programmes

Education of Juvenile Delinquents

—characteristics

—problems of alcoholion, drug addiction

—anti-social and character disorder

—educational programmes for Reha-
bilitation
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Elective–V
Teacher Education : Historical perspective
Recommendations of various commissions on
teacher education; Kothari Commission.

National Policy on Education.

Aims and objectives of teacher education
at—

—elementary level

—secondary level

—college level

Teaching as a Profession :

Professional organisations for various
levels of teachers and their role;
performance appraisal of teachers.

Faculty improvement programme for
teacher education.

Types of teacher education programmes and
agencies :

Inservice teacher education

Preservice teacher education

Distance education and teacher education

Orientation and Refresher courses

Current Problems :

Teacher education and practicing schools

Teacher education and other institutions

Preparing teachers for special schools

Implementation of curricula of teacher edu-
cation

Areas of Research :

Teaching effectiveness

Criteria of admission

Modification of teacher behaviour

School effectiveness
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